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Abstract 
Csuhaj-Varjii, E., and J. Kelemen, On the poker of cooperation: a regular representation of 
recursively enumerable languages ( Note), Theoretical Computer Science 8 1 t 199 1) 305-3 10. 
We show that each recursively enumerable language can be generated by two cooperating 
conditional regular grammars, where the condition of the application of a production is checking 
of the occurrence of a word of length at most two in the current sentential form. 
1. Introductio 
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can be generated by two cooperating conditional regular grammars, where the 
condition of the application of a production is checking the occurrence of a word 
of length at most two in the current sentential form. The result expresses that t 
are knowledge sources with rather simple syntactic structure which are able to solve 
syntactically very complicated problems by cooperation. The result is also a develop- 
ment of the former representations of recursively enumerable languages. 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of formal language theory 
(see e.g. [lo]). Throughout the paper we use standard denotations, as we denote 
by Z’( 9%) the class of recursively enumerable languages. 
We first review the notion of a c-grammar (a variant of the notion of a conditional 
grammar) from [S]. (A generalized version of c-grammars was introduced in [9].) 
A c-grammar is a quadruple G = (N, T, P, S), where N and T are finite disjoint 
sets of nonterminals and terminals, respectively, SE N is the startsymbol and P is 
a finite set of productions p of form c : u + v, where c, v E (N u T)* and u E (N u T)+. 
c is said to be the condition of production p. 
A c-grammar G = ( IV, T, P, S) is said to be regular (linear, context-free, etc.) if 
for PC being the set of cores of its productions GE = (N, T, PC, S) is a regular (linear, 
context-free, etc.) grammar. 
For sentential forms X, y E (N u T)* we say x derives y in G directly, denoted 
by x aG y, if x = crufi = yc6 and y = crv$? for aome cy, Pa y, 6 E (N v T)* and 
C:u+vEP. 
In the following we define a variant of the notion of a cooperating grammar 
system. For further details and motivations the reader is referred to [Z] and [3]. A 
cooperating rammar system is a finite set of c-grammars, which generate a common 
language sequentially. 
By a cooperating grammar system % of n components (n 3 1) we 
le %=(N,T,G, ,..., G,,S),where 
(i) N and T are disjoint finite sets, called the sets of nonterminals and terminals, 
respectively, 
(ii) Gi=(Ni,T,fl,Si)isac-grammatwith Ni6N,T~(N~T)forl~i~n, 
called a component of %, 
(iii) Tc ny=, T, 
(iv) S = Si for some i, i E { 1, . . . , n}. 
A component of %? is said to be regular (linear, context-free, etc.) if it is a regular 
(linear, context-free, etc.) c-grammar. 
Cooperating grammar systems use cooperation strategies to derive the common 
language. Such strategy is, for example, the minimal competence strategy. In this 
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case, after entering the derivation, the component continues the derivation until it 
is no longer able to modify the sentential form, that is, until it is minimally competent 
on that. 
Definition 2.2. Let Ce = (N, T, Gl , . . . , G,,, S) (n 3 1) be a cooperating grammar 
system, x E (N u T)+ and y E (N u T)*. We say x derives y in 3 (under the minimal 
competence strategy) directly, denoted by x ars y, if there is a component Gi of $9 
for some i, 1 e is n, such that x *gi y and there is no z E (Ni u T)* such that 
y +& z and z # y hold. The reflexive and transitive closure of *rs is denoted by 
Definition 2.3. The language L( Ce) generated by a cooperating grammar system 99 
(under the minimal competence strategy) is defined as L( S) = { w: S a$ w, w e T*}. 
Cooperating grammar systems can be characterized by the number of their 
components and the size of their condition words. 
Definition 2.4. By 5!?(9@8O(k, i)), where k and i are natural numbers, we denote 
the class of those languages, 
(i) which are generated (under the minimal competence strategy) by cooperating 
grammar systems 
(ii) the length 
most i. 
3. The rmult 
consisting of k regular components, where 
of the condition of each production of each component is at 
By [8] we know that regular c-grammars generate regular languages. We show 
that two regular c-grammars with condition words of length at most two and by 
using the minimal competence cooperation strategy are sufficient to produce any 
recursively enumerable language. The result develops the former representations of 
recursively enumerable languages. In ~4,7,1 l] it was shown that recursively enumer- 
able languages can be obtained from context-free languages by cancelling at least 
two pairs of inverse symbols. In [l] it is proven that these context-free languages 
are linear and [SJ shows that they are deterministic linear languages. 
Before stating our theorem we review a result, which is presented without the 
detailed proof in [S] and gives a normal form grammar for the class of recursively 
enumerable languages. The result, by using an appropriate coding, can be obtained 
from (the proof of) Theorem 2.2 of [6]. 
Let T={a,,..., a,), n 3 1, be an alphabet. st Correspondence 
(EPC) is a pair IT = ({(u,, u,), . . . , (u,, vJ}, (z,,, 
1 ~j s r, ai E T, 1 s is n. The language represented by 
is the set 
)={x,...x,~T+: 9 Sl, . . . . s,F,{l ,...‘I v}, zq 
such thqt vS, . . . us, = usI . . . us,zx, . . . zx,,,}= 
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In [S] it is stated that for each recursively enumerable language L there exists 
an EPC n such that L(n) = L holds. It is shown that if L is represented by p7 
then L can be generated by grammar G(n), where G( I7) = ({O,O’, 1, l’, S}, 
i Q19 . . . ,a,,}, P,S) with P={S+(~b,j~Sai: leisil}U{S+(UJ)RSVjZ l<jsr}u 
{S+(Uj!)RVj: 1-J ( l s r} u (0’0 + E, 1’1 + E}, where (u,!>“, (22, jR are the primed versions 
of the reversals of Uj and zai , for 1 s j s r and 1 s i < n. 
Using this result we can prove our statement. 
heorem 3.1. 2(989(2,2)) = 9(%8). 
roof. Inclusion JZ( % 5M( 2,2)) c Z( 9%‘) comes by using some technical consider- 
ations from the theory of regulated rewriting. We prove that the reverse inclusion 
holds. Let L be an arbitrary recursively enumerable A nguage over alphabet T = 
{ al,-, (II,}, n 3 1. Let L be _ epresented by EPC 
where Uj, Vj, zai E (0, l}*, 1 s j s r, ai E T, 1 < i < n. Let G(n) be the corresponding 
grammar, where G(17) = ((0, 0', 1, l’, S}, {a,, . . . , a,,}, P, S), with 
P={S+(Z~i)RStZiI 1~iG?2}U{S+(U~)RSVj: lsjsr} 
U{S+(UjjRVj: MjSr}u{O’O+&, l’l+E]. 
We show that there exists a cooperating grammar system 3 which satisfies the 
conditions of our statement and for which L( G(n)) = L( 59) holds. Let % = 
(N T G, 9 G, 9, where 
N={S, S’, 1, l’, O,O’, A, A’, B, B’, C’, D}u {Si: 1~ is n} 
u{Sj: lsjsr}, 
T={u,,..., a,} and components are defined as follows. Let G1 = ( N1, Tl, PI, S,) 
with 
Nl= N-({l’,O)u{Si: l~i~n}u{S,!: l<jsr}), 
T,- Tu{l’,O’}u{Si: l~i<n}u{S~: lsjsr}, 
S, = S and PI = f,,, u P,,? u P,,,u P,,4u P,,, u P,,6, where 
P~,l={S+(Z~,jRSiI 1s isn}, 
P,,2={S’+(u~)RSJ: 1sjs r}, 
P ,,4=(0’0:0+ 1B: B+O,OB:B+O, BB: B+O}, 
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LetG,=(N,,T~,P~,S~)withN,=N-{1,O,C,D},T~=~u{l,O},S~=SandP~= 
P2.1 v p2.2 v p2,3 v p2.4 9 where 
P2.1 = { Si + Sai 1 1 Gi~n}U\Si+S’ai: l-i’i<n}, 
P2.2 = {S,! + S’ Vj: laj~r}V(SJ!~Vj:lCj~r}, 
P,,={1’A:1’~A’,A’1’:A’~1’,A’0’:A’~1’,A’A’:A’-,1’}, 
P24={O’B:O’+ B’, B’O’: B’+O’, B’l’: B’+O’, B’B’: B’+O’}. 9 
We prove that L( G(n)) = L( %) by simulating terminatiirg derivations in G(K) by 
terminating derivations in 93 and vice versa. We first show that L( G(n)) E L( 3). Let 
where XiET, lsism, and j,E{l,...,r}, 1 s k s s, be a derivation in G( l7). We 
show that x1 . . . x,,, can also be derived in 93 by some derivation d. The derivation 
d starts by applying the corresponding element of PI,, . The2 components G2 and 
G, work altematehy, by applying the corresponding elements from P2,1, PI,, , PI,2, 
P2,2, up to deriving sentential form (QR.. . (z~,)R(u~s)R.. . (uj,)“vj, . . . vjsxl.. . x,. 
By [S] we know that ~j, . . . Vjs = uj, . . . ujszx, . . . zxm . Then applying the corresponding 
productions either from PI,3, P2,3? PI.5 or from PI+ P2,4, P,,6 in this strict order, up 
to cancelling strings 1’1 and 0’0 from the sentential form, we obtain word x1 . . . x,. 
Thus, L(G(H)) c L( %j. 
We show that the reverse inclusion holds. Let w = x1 . . . x, E L( %), where Xi E T, 
1 s i G m. Let d be a derivation of w in %. By the form of ‘3 we can see that d has 
to start by applying the corresponding production from PI,, and then it has to 
continue by alternate work of G, and G2, respectively, by applying the corres 
productions from P2,1, Pl,l, PI,2 and P2,2. After finishing this part of the derivation 
we obtain sentential form WI= (z:~)~. . . (z~,)“(u~~,“. . . (u,!,)“Vj, . . . vjsX1 . . . X, for 
some jl ,..., j,E{l,..., r}. Obviously, wt can also be derived in G(l7). 
that w * *g w implies Vj, . . . vjs = uj, . . . Ujszx, . . . zxm, which means that w E L( G(n)). 
By the definition of 3, the only possible way to continue the derivation is to apply 
elements of PI,3 or Pl,4. G, can finish its work only then when it has derived sentential 
form Q! l’A& . . . SC,,, (or ctO’B& . 
components G2 continues the deriva 
can stop with the derivation only by obtaining 
Then component G,, by applying el 
B’B). Note that production sets PI,3 
strings 1’1 and 0’0 and they can 
that at the end of derivation d 
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The authors are grateful to the referee for a useful observation. 
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